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Short Running Title: CO2-laser vs scalpel skin incisions and wound healing
Abstract:
Background: Several factors influence the development of the surgical wound healing process. Conventional
incisions with a scalpel are always associated with greater haemorrhaging, resulting in increased surgical time
and inflammatory reaction, in contrast to CO2-laser incisions.
Objective: The study aimed to evaluate the influence of CO2-laser and scalpel skin incisions on the surgical
wound healing process
Animals: We used a sample of 70 dogs (N = 70) of both genders submitted to elective spay surgeries.
Methods: The sample was divided in two groups according to the surgical method performed: group S (scalpel)
and group L (CO2 laser). Assessment was made over three time points: T0 (before surgery), T1 (48 hours after
surgery) and T2 (8 days after surgery). Blood samples were collected to quantify the variations in white blood
cells (WBC), plasmatic protein total (PPT) and serum albumin (ALB). To rate a patient’s pain level, we used the
Melbourne Pain Scale (MPS). We followed up with the patients to evaluate the wound for closure time,
dehiscence and scar appearance.
Results: Skin incisions made with the CO2 laser are associated with lower WBC counts and minor tissue
trauma because the endothelial wall does not incur as much injury as with scalpel incisions, thus decreasing the
PPT and ALB extravasation levels and promoting the healing process. At T1, the individuals in group L had
lower pain levels and consequently exhibited greater post-operative patient comfort. The cosmetic results were
different between the methods, with 100% of the group L patients showing very good scar appearances eight
days after surgery.
Conclusion: These findings show that the method selected to perform skin incisions influences the healing
process of the affected tissues.

1. INTRODUCTION
The CO2 laser is an efficient, versatile, powerful surgical tool with different applications [1, 2, 3, 4, 5,
6, 7]. In this tool, the CO2 laser beam is directed through the internal mirror system of an articulated
surgical arm, creating a focused laser beam that can be used as a thermal scalpel on tissue [1].
However, its use is limited to open surgery [6]. When the laser interacts with the tissue, the light can
be absorbed, reflected, transmitted, or scattered. Depending on its wavelength, a laser will have the
greatest effect on tissues’ water, haemoglobin or melanin content. The most common types of lasers
operate by transforming light energy into heat to evaporate intracellular water8. The power density of
a surgical laser determines whether the beam will be used to vaporize and destroy tissue or to incise or
excise tissue like a scalpel. During a surgical procedure, the beam can be applied continuously or can
be interrupted [1, 7]. The main advantages of using a CO2 laser instead of scalpel to make skin
incisions are 1) the ability to make accurate incisions with focal points of 0.1–0.3mm; 2) the
instantaneous sealing of small blood vessels, lymphatics and nerve endings; 3) decreased surgery
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time; 4) decreased post-operative inflammatory reaction and pain; and 5) the antiseptic effect
provided when microorganisms evaporate under the beam [1, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14]. The major
disadvantages associated with the laser equipment include its high costs, lengthy surgeon training, and
the need to equip surgical areas with supplementary devices, such as a smoke evacuator, to ensure
surgeon and patient safety. The aim of this study was to evaluate whether the method used to make a
surgical skin incision, either a CO2 laser or a scalpel, influences the surgical wound healing process
by studying variations in white blood cells (WBC), serum plasmatic protein total (PPT), serum
albumin (ALB), and patients’ pain levels and by following up to assess the skin thickness, closure
time, dehiscence and scar appearance parameters of the wound itself.

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS
The study was developed using a sample of 70 dogs (n = 70) of both genders. These animals were
regular hospital patients submitted for elective spay surgeries involving ovariohysterectomy (OHE) in
females and normal orchiectomy (OE) in males. At no time were these animals used as experimental
animals, and the use of the patients in the study began only after the owners signed consent forms.
The sample was divided into two groups of 35 individuals each according to the skin incision method
performed: group S (incision with scalpel) and group L (incision with CO2 laser). Blood samples
were collected from each patient at three time points: T0 (immediately before surgery) for routine presurgical analysis, T1 (48 hours after surgery) and T2 (eight days after surgery). These blood samples
were used to quantify the WBC, PPT, and ALB parameters, thus obtaining an understanding of the
healing process using laboratory data. The surgical wound itself was assess at time points T1 and T2,
allowing us to obtain data showing inflammatory reaction signs, closure time, dehiscence, the
thickness of the affected skin and scar appearance. To measure the skin thickness, we used a digital
calliper. To compare the final macroscopic appearance of the scar, we used a four-level rating scale:
bad (marked hypertrophy of the skin with keloid formation) = 1; regular (medium hypertrophy of the
skin) = 2; good (discrete or small hypertrophy of the skin) = 3; and very good (normal skin
appearance) = 4. For scalpel incisions, we used a number-10 blade; for CO2 laser incisions, we used
an Aesculigth Model 1507 Surgical Laser System® (Aesculight,Woodinville,USA) with 15 watts CW
and 7 watts average super pulse power. In terms of the size of the incision made, we always sought to
achieve the smallest possible incision, adjusting it to each patient. The incision mean was 5.51 ± 1.50
cm for group S and 5.49 ± 1.27 cm for group L. The patient’s pain scores were evaluated with the
Melbourne Pain Scale (MPS) at T1 and T2. Because the MPS scale is subjective, the assessors were
blinded in their evaluation regarding to which group a particular animal belonged. At T0, all patients
received a therapeutic protocol that included amoxicillin and clavulanic acid (Synulox; Zoetis,
Portugal) 10 mg/kg, tramadol (Tramal; Actavis UK) 4 mg/kg, and meloxicam (Metacam; Boehringer
Ingelheim Vetmedica,St. Joseph) 0.2 mg/kg. For anaesthesia induction, we used propofol (PropoFlo;
Abbott Animal Health) 4 mg/kg and isoflurane (Isoflo; Laboratório Esteve Veterinária) for
maintenance. Statistical analyses were conducted with the Social Science Statistics software,
including the Shapiro-Wilk test for sample normality and the paired t-test to compare the groups. All
results were evaluated for statistical significance at P < 0.05.

3. RESULTS
The collected data regarding the total sample, and each considered group (S and L) characterization
for gender, age, body weight, incision long, breed, laboratory parameters (WBC, PPT, ALB), patients
pain level and the wound evolution characterization (closure time, dehiscence, scar appearance) are
compiled in Table 1. The Shapiro-Wilks test showed that sample results were presented a normally
distribution for all the studied parameters. Comparisons between the groups S and L regarding the
laboratory parameters, and the thickness of the skin comparison were performed at T1 and T2 using
paired t-test. The other parameters associated with the follow-up of wound evolution namely the
closure time and scar appearance were evaluated only at T2. For the WBC the S group had a
leukocytosis 25% higher than the L group, with a mean difference between the two groups at T1
showing a statistically significant difference (P = 0.02), but not at T2 (P = 0.85) (Table 2, Figure 1).
Although no statistically significant differences in PPT were registered between the two groups at T1
(P = 0.07) and T2 (P = 0.77), the S group showed lower values than the L group at both time points
(Table 2, Figure 1). According to our results ALB values showed statistically significant differences
between S and L groups at T1 (P = 0.001) with the L group presenting almost 13.0% higher ALB
mean values than the S group, but not at T2 (P = 0.54) (Table 2, Figure 1). Subjects of group S had a
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significantly higher pain level values than those in the L group with a MPS final score of 7.51
comparing to the 3.28 respectively (Table 1, Figure 1). Statistically significant differences were
registered between the two groups at T1 (P = 0.01), with the L patients presenting a value of 60.0%
less than the S patients for pain score level. No differences were registered for this factor at T2, since
none of the patients of both groups exhibited pain at that time point (Table 2). Regarding the
parameters associated with the wound evolution, it was possible to notice for the parameter skin
thickness that no statistically differences were registered between the S and the L groups at T1 (P =
0.34), contrary to what was registered at T2 (P = 0.00). For the other two parameters, the closure time
of the wound and the scar appearance, it was possible to registered statistically significant differences
between both groups at T2 (P > 0.00 for both parameters) with the L group patients presenting an
earlier healing process than the S group, and all (100%) rating to the cosmetic effect of the scar as
very good in contrast with the 28.5% of the S group (Table 2).
Table1. Sample characterization considering in the two groups S group (scalpel) and L group (CO2 laser) for
the parameters gender, age, body-weight, skin incision long, WBC, PPT, ALB, pain level, thickness of the skin
and wound evolution. All results were evaluated for statistical significance at p-value < 0.05.
Parameter

Group
Total
S
L
Total
S
L

Age (years)

Weigth (Kg)

F
M
F
S
Gender
M
F
L
M
Total
Skin
S
incision
long (cm)
L
Surgery
Type of Surgery
Total
S
Time (min)
L
Total

S
Breed
L

N
70
35
35
70
35
35
37
33
19
16
18
17
70
35
35
70
35
35
19
8
5
3
26
7
2

x ± SD
x ± SD
2.54 ± 1.96
2.7 ± 2.05
2.39 ± 2.02
13.93 ± 9.22
14.08 ± 9.86
13.78 ± 9.21
52.9%
47.1%
57.2%
42.8%
51.5%
48.5%
5.50 ± 1.38
5.51 ± 1.50
5.49 ± 1.27
Both Surgeries
31.29 ± 5.59
30.53 ± 5.52
22.82 ± 5.98
Crossbreed
Poodle
Labrador
Pitbull
Crossbreed
Labrador
Pequinois
-

Normal range*/
Parameter
WBC
(x10³/µl)
PPT (g/dl)
ALB (g/dl)
Pain level
Skin
thickness
(mm)
Wound

S
L
S
L
S
L
S
L
S
L
S

5.9-16.6
5.4-8
2.6-4.0
Closure time
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35
35
35
35
35
35
35
35
35

-

T0
12.21 ±2.73
10.9 ± 2.93
6.61 ± 1.49
6.52 ± 0.58
3.64 ± 0.52
3.71 ± 0.23
-

35

-

-

35

x ± SD = 7.75 ± 0.84

x ± SD

x ± SD
OVE
OE
28 ± 3.96
19.67 ±3.39
32 ± 7.5
21 ± 4.3
27 ± 5.32
18.4 ± 2.1
Time point
T1
T2
18.87 ±4.60
13.73 ±4.26
14.71 ±4.19
12.01 ± 3.9
6.2 ± 0.55
6.26 ± 0.56
6.44 ± 0.64
6.54 ± 0.68
3.2 ± 0.23
3.5 ± 0.24
3.67 ± 0.24
3.77 ± 0.26
7.51 ± 1.37
0.0
3.28 ± 1.60
0.0
6.07 ± 1.73
6.80±1.81
5.67 ± 1.77
-

4.24 ±1.69
91.4 %
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L
S
L
S
L

(days)
Dehiscence (%)
Scar appearance
(%)

35
35
35
35
35

x ± SD = 4.92 ± 0.71
-

-

-

100.0 %
0
0
Very good 28.5
Good 57.2
Regular 14.3
Very good 100.0

Sample (n); Data mean ( x ) and dispersion (SD) measures;White blood cells (WBC); Plasmatic proteins total
(PPT); Albumin (ALB); Standart-deviation (SD); Centimmeters (cm) Milimmeters (mm); T0 (before surgery);
T1 (48 hours after surgery); T2 (8 days after surgery).Bold values are statistical significant;Ovariohysterectomy
(OVE);Orchiectomy (OE).
* Dog reference values for laboratory parameters, University of Minnesota.
Table2. The Student t-test for variation analysis of the WBC, PPT, ALB, thickness of skin, and pain level. All
results were evaluated for statistical significance at p-value <0.05.
Time point
p-value at T1
p-value at T2
0.02
0.85
WBC (x10³/µl)
PPT(g/dl)
0.07
0.77
Scalpel
ALB (g/dl)
0.00
0.54
versus
Pain
< 0.00
*
CO2-laser
Thickness of skin (mm)
0.34
0.00
Closure time (days)
< 0.00
Scar appearance ¥
< 0.00
White blood cells (WBC); Plasmatic proteins total (PPT); Albumin (ALB); Milimmeters (mm); T1 (48 hours
after surgery); T2 (8 days after surgery). Bold values are statistical significant.
*No patient exhibited pain at T2 in both groups
¥ Scar appearance was measured only at T2 (8 days after surgery)
Parameter

Figure1. Patients WBC, TTP, ALB, and pain level variations according to the method selected to perform skin
incisions, either by scalpel or by CO2 laser
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4. DISCUSSION
The sample was uniformly distributed in both groups (S and L) regarding the age, gender, breed and
type of surgical procedures to reduce the variability of results because these parameters could bias the
findings. To standardize the data, the same surgeon performed all the surgical procedures and the
number of OHEs and OEs included in each study group were similarly distributed because OHE is a
more painful surgical procedure than normal OE. In addition, because different breeds have different
responses to pain [15, 16,17], we attempted to distribute different breeds equitably between both
groups and genders. Wound healing involves interactions between cytokines, matrix components and
a variety of blood components and cells [18, 19, 20, 21]. It is divided into three overlapping phases:
an inflammatory phase, a proliferative or repair phase and a mature or remodelling phase22. The
inflammatory phase is mainly characterized by the local invasion of cytokines and WBCs to eliminate
the initial cause of cell injury and initiate the tissue repair process. The WBC count is directly related
to tissue injury, with each type of incision having a greater or lesser regional inflammatory response.
Conventional incisions with a scalpel are always associated with greater haemorrhaging, resulting in
increased surgical time and inflammatory reaction [23, 24]. In contrast, CO2 laser incisions are
associated with good haemostasis, minor bleeding and decreased surgical time, thus promoting less
inflammatory reaction [25, 26, 27, 28]. Furthermore, because the CO2 laser incision can be made
without having direct contact with the intervened region, this method provides a lower risk of
infection and, consequently, a lower need to mobilise WBCs to the region, thus shortening the
inflammatory phase and a less pronounced incision compared to one resulting from direct contact
from sharp instruments. In the present study, T1 (48 hours after surgery) corresponds to the peak of
the inflammatory phase, which occurs shortly after the incision and can last for up to five days [20,
23]. In addition, the WBC count was higher for both groups at T1, but still the count was lower in
group L than in group S. According to the results, statistically significant differences were seen in the
WBC counts between T0 and T1 in group S (P = 0.02) and group L (P = 0.01) but not between T0
and T2 in group S (P = 0.14) and group L (P = 0.27). The proliferative phase is characterized by the
presence of a large number of fibroblasts, collagen production and local angiogenesis but a lower
WBC number. Statistically significant differences were registered at T1 between groups S and L for
the WBC count (p = 0.02), contrary to the data obtained at T2 (P = 0.85). Nevertheless, patients in
group L showed lower levels of WBCs than those in group S. As a result, CO2 laser-incised tissues
are more likely to pass into the second phase of wound healing, the proliferative phase, more quickly
than scalpel-incised tissues. This indicates that in group S, more tissue trauma occurs, allowing higher
PPT extravasation levels through the endothelium of the injured vessels than that seen in group L. The
CO2 laser induces the instantaneous vaporization of cell structure with little or no release of
inflammation mediators. At the same time, the denaturation of the matrix proteins, such as collagen,
occurs, forming a layer on the cell surface that likely acts as an impermeable shield [29], thereby
decreasing PPT loss. Because hyperproteinaemia delays wound healing due to decreased collagen
synthesis, fibroblast proliferation and angiogenesis, the patients in group S theoretically have a higher
risk of experiencing delayed healing than those in group L. Nevertheless, none of the patients in the
groups experienced delays in healing process because no dehiscences were registered in either group.
With regard to ALB, about two-thirds of the total amount of ALB is found in the extravascular
compartment and only one-third in the intravascular compartment, showing that its concentration
decreases in cases of tissue aggression, such as surgery30. Although ALB has a long half-life (12–21
days), thus being considered a poor indicator of the metabolic state of the patient, ALB is regularly
used to infer variations in the level of acute metabolic stress that tissues experience31. During
inflammation, ALB moves from circulation and intravascular spaces to the liver, thus promoting a
decrease in concentrations soon after an injury, which remains until the inflammatory process is
resolved [32, 33, 34, 35]. The mechanism of the ALB’s movement into the extravascular
compartment depends on the permeability of the endothelial wall and the hydrostatic and oncotic
pressures on either side of it [36]. In addition, the sequestration of ALB into non‐exchangeable locals,
such as wounds, is common [35,37]. In patients submitted to elective surgery or in those with critical
injuries, more tissue injuries lead to higher ALB depletion, thus making the wound healing process
slower and poorer [38,39,40,41,42,43,44,45]. The higher MPS pain scores in group S and the low
MPS pain scores in group L at T1 are in line with some studies indicating that patients undergoing
CO2 laser incisions experience a reduction in post-surgical pain. This might be a result of the laser’s
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thermal properties, which provide a vaporization effect as it cuts tissues and promotes the
carbonization of sensory nerve endings [46,47,48,49,50,51]. We viewed the higher MPS pain scores
at T1 in group S as only being associated with the direct tissue trauma itself rather than the possibility
that this pain comes from the systemic inflammatory response because grievances were only
associated with the direct manipulation of the affected region. Nevertheless, it is only possible to
confirm this if we test the inflammatory markers and compare the obtained MPS scores to determine
if they are elevated or similar to those of group L. A direct comparison of the wounds’ healing at T1
showed no differences between groups S and L in terms of the skin thickness (P = 0.34) of the
affected area, contrary to what was seen at T2 (P = 0.00). In addition, by comparing the final
macroscopic appearance of the scar, it was possible to determine that 100% of the patients in group L
presented a scar classified as very good, which is very different from the result obtained in group S
(28.5%). These results are in line with other studies that also concluded that incisions made using a
CO2 laser are associated with better cosmetic appearances [49,50,51,52]. It would have been desirable
to obtain and analyse small tissue biopsies from the healing incisions to conduct a microscopic study
of tissues at T1 and T2. This was not possible because, as stated before, these animals were at no time
used as experimental animals.
In this study, we concluded that skin incisions made using a CO2 laser are associated with lower
WBC counts, therefore reducing the inflammatory response in injured tissues, allowing an earlier
proliferative phase and hastening tissue healing. In addition, by inducing a minor tissue trauma the
endothelial wall was injured less, allowing a decrease in the PPT and ALB extravasation levels and
promoting the healing process. At T1, the individuals in group L had lower pain levels and
consequently exhibited greater post-operative comfort. The cosmetic results were very different
between both skin incision methods, with 100% of the patients in group L showing a very good scar
appearance eight days after surgery. In conclusion, the method selected to perform skin incisions
influences the healing process of affected tissues.
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